PoPples – PEOPLE of PLACES OF POSSIBILITIES
School of Life of the Unusual Happenstance of Friendship
Perhaps. Perhaps. Perhaps.
Perhaps the unusual is in the seizing of the extraordinary
ordinariness of our everyday opportunities.

Sept 2017:
One Love Gifting Day
Malaysia, Dangcalan, Nairobi

On that note of counterpoint, may we offer our service of selfdetermined stewardship in the spirit of such innocence of hope, and
joy of celebration of simple and complex realities. As we
acknowledge and embrace the historicities before us, may we dance
anew in gratitude in the fields of wild nature and the fruitful
company of our fellow human persons.
The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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Perhaps resilience isn’t happenstance.
Perhaps, it is simply a commitment. And it is action. Daily
action.
A point of curious inquiry - what drives that determination?

We are making a choice to live a simple reality of every day,
celebrating uniqueness, and making possibilities and opportunities
happenstance every day.
And what is our Gradus Ad Parnussum for our School of Life?
What is our ‘polyphonic architecture’? What is our pedagogy, skills
and professional development for the economic empowerment of
possibilities for sustainable development? What is that which makes
us beautiful? What is our heart of hearts?

It is a choice and consequence of daring to embrace and make
happenstance of friendship happen.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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School of Life of the Unusual Happenstance of Friendship

BILBERRIES BLUE LIGHTHOUSES: KEEP OPEN
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CHARACTER THROUGH COMMUNITY – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT - STRATEGY MAP
DEFINITION
CONCEPTUALISATION OF
CHARACTER

COMMUNITY
& CONTEXT

CONTENT
EXPANSION

ORGANISATIONAL
CAPACITY

EVALUATION

Conceptualise Character

Culture
Social norms
Developmental relationships

Communities of
character based on
self-determined
personal stewardship

Knowledge & skills

new curriculum

Opportunities to actively
construct the identity &
habits

new communal practices

TEUWB Sustainable
Enterprise – 8 Functions
UNDP SDG Impact Standards
for Enterprises
UNDP Social & Environmental
Standards

Development Plan

How does an organisation
know if its activities are
having anticipated impact?

WHO

SHARED OUTCOMES

Refuge & Sanctuary

Communal narratives of
possibilities

Shared Vision:
One World

Diverse Transformations
Solidarity of Service
Self-Other Nourishment

Character Development
Framework
Communities of adults &
peers:

Adapted from John Templeton Foundation Characrter Through Communities framework

HOW

WHAT

new opportunities

Annual Plan
Governance & Operational
Management

Self-Community
Evaluation

Birth to lifelong,
inter-generational
0-12
13-17
18-35
36-100+

TEUWB
BB LightHouses
BB Summer School

People Programmes
The Happy Heart School
BB Sustainability Internship
BB Sustainability Apprenticeship
BB Youth Stewardship Programme
BB Sustainability Stewards

Fully inclusive
Sustainable
Entrepreneurism

Platform for Space
BB LightHouse Keepers
Operating Manual

Management, Collaborative
Work-Live-Play & Library for
Access of Resources

Make Art

Voice & Participation

Pedagogical Documentation

Knowledge Development
& Sharing

Compliance Reporting

Accountability

Shared Context:
School of Life

We offer 3 core infrastructural constructs in our Communities
of Character for Sustainable Development architecture:
1) People Development: School of Life
2) ESG Economy Knowledge-Sharing Development:
Marketplace
3) Fully Inclusive Sustainable Entrepreneurism: Opportunities

Shared Goal:
Sustainable Development

Shared Way of Life:
UNDP SDG Impact Model
with Adaptive Cultural
Diversity

BB
Co-Founders

BB Management

3. Fully Inclusive Sustainable
Entrepreneurism Opportunities

BBPL

Shared Joy:
Making the Impossible,
Possible

12 archetypal sustainable enterprises

TSDPL

Through our personal sojourning and working together, we
stumbled upon and made this our architecture of the ‘pedagogy of
possibilities’ in a framework of character formation and economic
empowerment through building communities for sustainable
development.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

BILBERRIES BLUE LIGHTHOUSES: KEEP OPEN
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
2020-2025: Glocal Stewardship & Resilience
DIGNITY OF HUMAN LIFE

TrustCo Trust Council

TEUWB

Knowledge Bank

Legend:
BB: Bilberries Blue
BBPL: Bilberries Blue Pte Ltd
TSDPL: The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd
TKWPL: The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd
TEUWB: The Economics of Universal Wellbeing
TBA: To Be Announced

TKWPL

2. ESG Economy
Knowledge-Sharing
Development

Platform: Archetypal Sustainable Enterprise for

BB LightHouses:

Operational Team
Space Partnerships
Assets – Library of Resources
People Programmes

Not-for-profit
for a fully inclusive humanity
www.onelovefamily.net
www.thehappyheartschool.wordpress.com

BB Summer School:
Operational Team
Events Partnerships
Travel & Accommodation
4 weeks Curriculum

1. People Development

Character Through Community for Sustainable Development
Birth to lifelong, inter-generational
0-12 yo
The Happy Heart School
13-17 yo BB Sustainability Internship
18-35yo BB Youth Stewardship Programme
18-35 yo BB Sustainability Apprenticeship
36-100+yo BB Sustainability Stewards

Sustainable Development

Embed into Corporate Governance:
UNDP SDG Impact Standards
UNDP Social & Environmental Standards
ESG Toolkit
Vision 2050
Development Plans of 12 SD Archetypes

One
Love Ltd

Communities of Character for Sustainable Development

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2021 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd
https://bilberriesblue.com/the-governance-approach-of-the-economics-of-universal-wellbeing-teuwb/

August 3, 2021
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School of Life of the Unusual Happenstance of Friendship
1. People Development: School of Life
In our School of Life, we are open as to how these lessons of life
that we impart upon each other, are transpired between every person
in the same space. We have noticed these moments and situations
happen under the oddest and trying of circumstance. And it is how
we raise and lift each other up, that makes us rise to the highest of
ourselves and possibilities. And so, we remain convinced now that
life is our playground and school, and that we formulate, formate
and shape ourselves, family, work, friendship, society, everywhere
we come and go. And that mobility is the driver of ourselves into
discovering realities, islands of unknowns which increases the
chances of happenstance of friendship.

Underlying these programmes are values centred on upholding love,
kindness and dignity, based on the human developmental needs of
the persons involved. What we have found is unconditional love
heals and empowers someone to grow and transform themselves,
and in doing so, others.

We have carved out several birth to lifelong and inter-generational
programmes to help us organise our living everyday research and
inquiry of the multi-faceted fascination of human socio-ecological
biodiversity and glocal society formation:

Victor Frankl reminds us well regarding success and happiness, and
by extension, in the pursuit of the wellbeing of nations:

0-12yo
13-17yo
18-35yo
18-35yo
35-100+yo

The Happy Heart School
Bilberries Blue Sustainability Internship
Bilberries Blue Youth Stewardship Programme
Bilberries Blue Sustainability Apprentices
Bilberries Blue Sustainability Stewards

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

We endeavour that our road of joy is a safe and secure place of
health and wellbeing for those who dance with us. What we do
comes after how we feel inside. How we feel inside requires a
community and space for iteratively creating and re-creating peace,
harmony and prosperity.

“Don't aim at success. The more you aim at it and make it a target,
the more you are going to miss it. For success, like happiness,
cannot be pursued; it must ensue, and it only does so as the
unintended side effect of one's personal dedication to a cause
greater than oneself or as the by-product of one's surrender to a
person other than oneself. Happiness must happen, and the same
holds for success: you have to let it happen by not caring about it. I
want you to listen to what your conscience commands you to do and
go on to carry it out to the best of your knowledge. Then you will
live to see that in the long-run—in the long-run, I say!—success will
follow you precisely because you had forgotten to think about it.”
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2. ESG Economy Knowledge-Sharing Development:
Marketplace
For the sustainable development of economies and nations, we have
identified through a 20-year evolutionary rapid-cycle prototypes of
examining and responding to the market failures in the market
economy, the following core tenets:
•

the human, care, education, skills and professional
development, wellbeing and dignity of nations;

•

the environmental, energy and food matters;

•

the question of the valuation of intangibles and the
transmission of knowledge and embodied knowledge that
translates to operational, robust innovation; and

•

the clarity of governance through legal jurisdictions and on
the principle of dignity.

We hold four values in our fully inclusive sustainable
entrepreneurism:
•
•
•
•

Transparency
Accountability
Care
Dignity

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

Our collective multidisciplinary applied research has resulted in 12
archetypal sustainable enterprises that would constitute the building
blocks of an ESG Economy. We believe if we start with the
microfoundations of each of these archetypes in any community, we
would eventually be able to build sustainable nations and economies
in glocal societies.
Our theoretical underpinning is from the Theory of General
Equilibrium as taught by Frank Hahn and pattern languages of the
architecture of generative life of Christopher Alexander. In the
thinking relating to the development of nations, we reference the
guidance of “Development as Freedom” by Amartya Sen. In our
considerations for ‘economics as if people mattered’, we are guided
by EF Schumacher’s “Small is Beautiful”. For Keynesian
intervention perspectives, we recall the wisdom of Geoff Harcourt
regarding the non-violent resolution of tensions and conflicts:
intuition-mathematics and equitable-efficient distribution.
In the end, we would have to make a value judgment call in all our
choices and decisive actions. That is why we have arrived at this
governance approach.
The Governance Approach for TEUWB is driven by a deceptively
simple principle: The ESG Economy will protect and promote
‘human dignity’. This is at the core of each of the 12 archetypal
enterprises – protecting and promoting ‘human dignity’ will be a
steadfast and non-negotiable governance principle.
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Building the ESG Economy

Build From the Future

12 archetypal enterprises, encapsulating the goals of the ESG Economy

Weave Your Own Story

2020-2025: Glocal Stewardship & Resilience
DIGNITY OF HUMAN LIFE

Step 1
Rural-Urban Pairing

Bilberries Blue Pte Ltd, The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd, The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd
Human Engagement Studio Pte Ltd
Bilberries Blue Summer School
One Love Ltd

ESG Economy Knowledge Development
Pedagogy of Alterity
School of Full Inclusion

Support & Transition Platforms

charKOL Pte Ltd

Moonriver Lodge Sdn Bhd

A. 12 Archetypal Sustainable Enterprises
B. 8 Functional Dimensions of A Sustainable Enterprise
C. 3 Core Enterprise Value Creation Components

Bilberries Blue LightHouses

Healthcare and wellbeing
ESGE

Step 3
A Sustainable Stewardic Exchange

Food Forest Farm Sdn Bhd

Sustainable farming

Food Forest Farm Pte Ltd

Social Artist Enterprise
Hospitality

Step 2
Integrated Space-ESG Economy Markets

Township Development Project

Township development

Clean energy, water and
mobility
Ecosystem Science
ESG Economy Capital

A.

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2019 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd

The Forest Keepers Sdn Bhd

BILBERRIES BLUE LIGHTHOUSES: KEEP OPEN
Communities of Character for Sustainable Development

Across Rainforest Biome Spaces

A. Socio-Ecological Culture
B. Across Rainforest Biome Spaces
C. Continuity of Sequential Time

Sundrops Pte Ltd

Step 2B.1

8 Functional Dimensions
Applied Example: The Forest Keepers

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2021 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd
https://bilberriesblue.com/the-governance-approach-of-the-economics-of-universal-wellbeing-teuwb/

We have constructed the fully inclusive sustainable entrepreneurism
work to be performed under corporate enterprises so that we engage
in and leverage the corporate governance jurisdictions, as a platform
for the highest possibilities for learning and mastery in glocal
economic empowerment.
We have defined sustainable enterprises into values and value
creation through 8 functions and 3 enterprise value creation
components. These are functions in corporate business enterprises
and the related organisation design and engineering of organising
economic activities at scale. The enterprise value creation
components address primarily the valuation of capital in transactions
and investment marketplaces.

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2019 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd

Step 2C

Enterprise Value Creation
3 core Enterprise Value Creation components,
documenting & developing the intellectual, tangible &
monetary capital renewability of
the Sustainable Enterprises
ESG Economy Knowledge Development & Services
Integrated Sustainable Universal Habitat & Goods
Renewable Markets - Flow & Turns of Money

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2019 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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3. Fully Inclusive Sustainable Entrepreneurism - Sustainability
Skills Development & the Professional Sustainable
Entrepreneur: Opportunities

Step 2C.1

SE#1 - ESG Economy
Knowledge Development
3 Sustainable Innovations
Trust

Founders

There is a twin paradigm in our everyday researcher pedagogical
practice.
One is a dialogic process of reflection and formulation of our
thinking, experiences and shared contexts in our pedagogical
documentation and what we call our pedagogical provocation
library, which may house our own or others’ collection of
publications, art, tools and information which we find necessary for
the particular area and body of work under investigation.
One of most powerful dialogues we have found, apart from circle
time and spoken word, is a simple heart-to-heart sharing without
posturing between friends.
The second is the direct economic engagement through the various
marketplaces. This is to give the necessary benchmarking and
highest test of returns on our endeavours and responsible use of
resources, which we would need to drive towards meaningful,
renewable and circular economies.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

Stewards
Entrepreneurs
Apprentices
Interns

BBPL

TKWPL

TSDPL
$1 Licence

Twin Knowledge Engine

Sustainability Skills
Development

Sustainable
Collaboration

Sustainable Stewardic
Exchange with 7
Engagement Possibilities

Fully paid-up,
irrevocable,
non-transferable
licence + Royalty

Sustainable Enterprise
Development via
Knowledge-Sharing &
Services Agreement for
12 Archetypal Incubatees

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2019 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd

We have also found that there is no entrepreneurism without the
daring to confront the complexities that come with relationships and
money, and there is no learning and knowing unless we do. Doing is
the only way to live entrepreneurism. No business school
qualification can replace ground and barefoot entrepreneurism. And
we have also found that sustainable entrepreneurism can be defined,
and hence, it can also be personal, serving the universal.
We have also found that entrepreneurism isn’t just about instinct. It
requires hard and soft skills. It is a craft, and one that we hope many
will find alluring and the intricacies captivating, in order to strife
and work hard to arrive at the fulfilment of mastery of the purpose
of service of protecting, providing and participating in life, society
and economy.
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The Journey of Possibilities – Making the Impossible, Possible

Sustainable Entrepreneurism

2000-2007, the following insights emerged:

Actioned sustainable entrepreneurism and knowing how to kickstart
and run sustainable enterprises are very empowering competencies.
One can design one’s own economic offering in a professional
manner, and still be able to participate in the marketplace, without
having to be out of alignment with one’s own values. However, the
awareness and acceptance of all choices is that sometimes, there
isn’t any recognition for endeavours that might not seem to fit a
traditional career narrative. This is when one’s stand and definition
of one’s work, contribution and marketplace participation would
need to be highly clarified, by oneself, and clearly and respectfully
communicated, to others.

Personal Atelier
The idea and necessity of a Personal Atelier for the deep formation
of a person was discovered during this period. The multiplicity of
cultures and languages, verbal and non-verbal, and the authenticity
of one’s own expression and beingness, can only be discovered if
we are allowed the space and time, to be on one’s own.
However, the isolation is sometimes unhealthy as it can become
self-absorbed, so building this in a professional work development
may be a good balance between personal-community-universal
creative discoveries and activities.
Parenthood and Work
At some stage in one’s life, some of us might choose to have
children. Children isn’t a one-off event, unlike many adventures in
our lives. There are no trials and prototypes. There are only choices.
It is important to find a way to be present for our children, and at the
same time, we have to find a way, to keep our relevance in the
economy.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

When it gets the most frustrating and the distances seem the furthest,
it might mean, the innovation has also arrived at the highest
counterpoint, to society, economy, and perhaps, even one’s own life,
as is.
That’s why sustainable entrepreneurism necessitates one to change,
innovate, i.e. grow beyond oneself.
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During 2007-2019, we explored the following:
charKOL
The role of art, ideas and responsible action in education,
community, gallery, giftshop was rapidly prototyped and we
operated art schools and spoken word school projects for children
and the community at large. Contemporary art has a place of
allowing voices to be expressed which is core to the formation of a
personhood. That’s why we have to embed art and making things
into the core of our endeavours.
JUNE 2020:
CHARKOL SHOPIFY

ecommerce
https://charkol.myshopify.com/

The Happy Heart School
Fully inclusive integrated medical support, care, education,
developmental intervention – these were the programmes that we
had prototyped in search for an answer to what was traditionally
such a deeply under-understood area. And because it was not
understood, it was labelled, and the result of labels is that people get
confused. Before that confusion, most had become hurt, by the
labels.
As we begin to understand it all a little better, we then switched to
family bonding and playdates in celebration of life. Full inclusion
became an everyday something, rather than a big weight on the
shoulders and hearts of parents, teachers and siblings, when we
forgot the labels and we started to know each other by name,
personality, and in an almost gregarious sense of wild acceptance
and embrace of each other.
2016-2018:
The Happy Heart School

Blog - https://thehappyheartschool.wordpress.com/
School - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2V2EKlc6ALg

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge
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The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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Inclusive Art Workshop
In 2019, we ran a very successful art workshop and exhibition. The
children who were in our earlier programmes, and those new friends
of ours who had trusted us with this, helped us gain a simple
conviction: we have to keep going. And that is why in 2020, we
continued to serve our children who have become youths entering
the marketplace, and we also decided to make more new friends
with our global youth stewards. We hope to continue making more
art and life in 2022.
NOV 2019:
MIRRORS BEFORE THE SUN
Community Art Exhibition

meet at the park and play football and feed the swans by the
Singapore Botanic Gardens.
Sometimes, they braved hiking up Bukit Timah Hill. There was no
time that anyone had felt upset with anyone, and everyone somehow
knew just how to wait, and love, each other, in a friendship that
doesn’t need many words.
We learnt and are humbled the most, by observing this getting
together of choice by the children. And this is the core ingredient
and spirit underlying our fully inclusive birth to lifelong, intergenerational endeavours.

Playlist - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvJtXFgHOC9IiQ48R51w5l_BWacYQnjMx

The simple, magical gift of innocence and friendship.
Nov 2016 – Jan 2018:
Playdates by the Park
Friendship

https://thehappyheartschool.wordpress.com/talks/2019-sit-trinity-college-dublin-bsc-ot

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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Playdates by the Park
In the end, the children didn’t want any structured programme.
Every Friday, a group of them, with the support of an Occupational
Therapist-Sports Coach, together with their caregivers, decided to

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge
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Between 2016-2019, we developed two programmes:
Bilberries Blue Sustainability Stewards
We came about through a continuous honest and humbling
awareness of perhaps a situation of lostness, loneliness and
incomprehensibility in understanding life, society and economy.
Through trust, search, and happenstance, the practitioners from
corporate business, not-for-profit enterprises, public and noninstitutional organisations eventually became the real, rich, raw,
friendly, trusted, dependable, accessible resource-base of multidisciplinary Environmental, Social, Governance (“ESG”) disciplines
and economies, that we needed for our work to sustain.

developing The Economics of Universal Wellbeing (“TEUWB”),
and the architecture of the pedagogy of possibilities to date.
2018:
In search of

Sustainability Stewards

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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August 2017:
Corporate Finance
Due Diligence

2017-2018:
In search of

Sustainability Stewards

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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We have worked in previous work engagements and projects prior,
or we were in school together, and so, we were able to knowledgeshare very comfortably and reflect collaboratively, intensely, during
2016-2019, in order to formulate the various body of work in

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge
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The thing is, we didn’t come together through trade exchange; we
became eventually a heartful exchange of friends in life, society and
economy. If you were to ask any of the Sustainability Stewards how
and why of the belonging, he or she would simply give a shrug and
reply, “I was simply helping a friend in need.” The friend in need the sustainable entrepreneur, always in search of something
something.
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JULY 2019:
BILBERRIES BLUE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME
Organised & Co-hosted BB Inaugural Microsummit – Warm Data with Nora Bateson
Microsummit Matters – https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvJtXFgHOC9L0faUQNvBHipCiawbgld_3

JULY 2019:
BILBERRIES BLUE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME
Post-Microsummit Reflections

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fl8aaBHxcbo&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9L0faUQNvBHipCiawbgld_3&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyZAw3P2lmY&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9L0faUQNvBHipCiawbgld_3&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDGh2ARkBvg&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9L0faUQNvBHipCiawbgld_3&index=11

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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Bilberries Blue Sustainability Interns
In tandem to what was increasingly transforming from ‘crowing in
the dark’ (Eustacia Cutler) to adventures and play in search of
something something (true, good and beautiful) in life, society and
economy, we created a Sustainability Internship Programme. The
Sustainability Interns co-hosted with the Sustainability Stewards our
esteemed international guest, Ms Nora Bateson, the founder of the
Bateson Institute, in our inaugural microsummit in 2019.
Additionally, every intern has his or her own personal atelier and
also project field work, and mentoring time was spent with each
intern, in his or her explorations and pedagogical documentation of
his or her own work and effort.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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NOVEMBER 2019:
BILBERRIES BLUE INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

Welcome to Bilberries Blue
https://bilberriesblue.com/2019/07/01/the-inside-scoop-playing-with-i-dont-know/

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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We meet/zoom-meet during Projects Meetings or BB Equinoxes and
BB Solstices.
2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE

BILBERRIES BLUE: APPRENTICES

2020:
BB Equinox & BB Solstice
Sustainability Stewards, Sustainability Mentors and Sustainability Interns

ONBOARDING NOTES

#1 Allan Cai, Bilberries Blue Sustainability Apprentice
#2 Natasha Lee, Bilberries Blue Sustainability Apprentice

When we have a dream, we need to make it happen. Otherwise, we live it not.

braving the new open season together
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MARKET STEWARDSHIP
Sustainable Entrepreneurism Contractual Agreements - Legal
Workplace Safety & Dignity– Business Continuity Plan
Work Plan & Work Schedule – Personal Stewardship
Socio-Ecological Work-Life Integration – Onsite-Online Mobility
Personal Atelier & Pedagogical Documentation – Media & Knowledge
Working Collaboratively - Organisational Development
Sustainable Business Metrics Performance, Reporting &
Accountability – Corporate Governance

PROJECTS
1. Bilberries Blue: Open Studios – Co-Hosts
2. Bilberries Blue: LightHouses – LightHouse Keepers
3. Bilberries Blue: Summer School – Organising Team
The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge
4. Bilberries Blue: Youth Stewardship Programme – Participant

When we become a school of our ownself, we can then become our own school.
SOCIAL MEDIA

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

Website www.bilberriesblue.com
YouTube https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCStbvZAZFsKYjRgngNLXFmQ
Facebook https://www.facebook.com/BilberriesBlue

© Copyright The Silent Dancer Pte Ltd 2021 produced by The Kind Weaver Pte Ltd

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE

During 2020-2021, we had started two further programmes:

BILBERRIES BLUE: APPRENTICES
ONBOARDING NOTES

Bilberries Blue Sustainability Apprenticeship
We hope to professionalise the work of the Sustainable Entrepreneur
through our Sustainability Apprentice Programme, for those postformal education. However, this will have to be a highly
personalised personal atelier and work portfolio of passion and
certification, due to the fully inclusive and creative methodical
nature of protection, provision and participation of our vision and
commitment.

#1 Allan Cai, Bilberries Blue Sustainability Apprentice
#2 Natasha Lee, Bilberries Blue Sustainability Apprentice
https://bilberriesblue.com/purpose/who/

GOING “GLOCAL” – COMBINING THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
TEUWB offers an enhanced approach to globalisation – countries should now
reorientate their efforts and develop a “Glocal” SDG Economy.
Bilberries Blue is a sustainable enterprise that co-builds and offers an ecosystem of biodiversity of sustainability,
resources, and funding. The Sustainability Stewards of Bilberries Blue conduct research, develop and co-build –
through collaborative knowledge-sharing applications and platforms – the ESG Economy which is guided by our
proprietary model of The Economics of Universal Wellbeing (TEUWB). Bilberries Blue is transdisciplinary:
economics, business, finance, technology, care, health & wellbeing, pedagogy, arts, science, ecology,
contemplation, global relations, and community.
Since 2000, Bilberries Blue has co-founded 12 archetypal sustainable enterprises in response to the needs
and evolution of communities and markets.
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Bilberries Blue Youth Stewardship Programme
We launched this in January 2021 with the understanding that our
global youth stewards might need ground support during the
pandemic. Through programme partnerships with
•
•
•
•

International Youth Centre, Malaysia;
Dangcalan Town Council, Aklan, Philippines;
Kimlea Girls Technical Training Centre, Limuru, Kenya;
and
Children’s Garden Home & School, Nairobi, Kenya.

We have onboarded 12 youths from Malaysia and 12 youths from
Philippines as our cohort #1, and 24 youths from Kenya as our
cohort #2 in August.

Jan 2021 till present:
Bilberries Blue Youth Stewardship Programme
transforming hopes and dreams into human dignity

https://bilberriesblue.com/bilberries-blue-youth-stewardship-programme/
Pedagogical Provocation Library - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvJtXFgHOC9ILMngCJVl9ljNO_lrqelkZ
Cohort #2 - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvJtXFgHOC9J0thBUHFF3v4EJFxOoBKA2

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge
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The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

Jan 2021:
Bilberries Blue Youth Stewardship Programme x Temasek Junior College WOW! Mentorship Programme
Youth stewardship, workshadowing a co-founder of a sustainable enterprise, working in a team, essay, webinar presentation
The 4 Ws - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fEfCAmtvB7U&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9IMKycVeRrT9sdT0e5XW8_j&index=11
Mentoring Session - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lawSS8ChMIc&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9IMKycVeRrT9sdT0e5XW8_j&index=12
Webinar Presentation - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecoW0kXtgNo&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9IMKycVeRrT9sdT0e5XW8_j&index=13

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

Jan 2021 till present:
Bilberries Blue Youth Stewardship Programme
transforming hopes and dreams into human dignity

https://bilberriesblue.com/bilberries-blue-youth-stewardship-programme/
Pedagogical Provocation Library - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvJtXFgHOC9ILMngCJVl9ljNO_lrqelkZ
Cohort #1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGXAptWLp5g&list=PLvJtXFgHOC9IMKycVeRrT9sdT0e5XW8_j

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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We had also adapted the youth stewardship programme by creating
work shadowing and pedagogical documentation for 6 students of
Temasek Junior College, Singapore.
BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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We hope we can onboard more global youth stewards as Cohort #3
and Cohort #4 in 2022.
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These global youth stewards are joined by our youths in our
Bilberries Blue Sustainability Internship, Bilberries Blue
Sustainability Apprenticeship, and Bilberries Blue LightHouse
Keepers programmes.
To this end, we are formulating two projects for the next 30
months - 2022-2024:

Under Bilberries Blue LightHouses, we shall weave in integrated
fully inclusive hosting, medical support, developmental
intervention, nature, art, sports, playdates, education, economic
empowerment, space, library care & management, governance of
dignity as permitted within the confines of the Covid-19 safety. It is
intended to be a place of homecoming and springboard into glocal
marketplace participation.

These shall be organised under One Love Ltd, a not-for-profit
enterprise, so that we can offer the highest access to these
opportunities, based on our selection criteria and resource capacity.
Bilberries Blue LightHouses
The Bilberries Blue LightHouses serve to help us integrate all our
fine ideations into 3D space, and how we live our intentions and
purpose.
Bilberries Blue LightHouse Keepers shall formulate their own
vision, goals and activities for the designated collaborative space,
based on the Bilberries Blue LightHouse Development Guidelines,
and with the guidance and support of the Bilberries Blue
Sustainability Stewards.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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Bilberries Blue Summer School
The Bilberries Blue Summer School will be a place where we meet
from all stations in life and all around the world, through our
journey of possibilities together in our School of Life.
2022-2025:
We have chosen to meet in Cambridge, as a place and beacon of
learning of possibilities, where we will design our own curriculum,
offer our own pedagogical provocation library, engage learning that
is fully inclusive, birth to lifelong, inter-generational, and where
everyone is a teacher-learner. We hope to bring in the rich, raw, real
experiences of life into our collective reflection, contemplation,
formulation, insights to make choices and decisions of our next
actions for the next season.
We hope to run two summer schools starting from the summer of
2023.

see you in Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE

charKOL Cottage Studios
E-commerce and digitalisation will be our pathway to global
economic empowerment for our youths. However, entrepreneurism,
or in any case, any endeavour without purpose, would lead one to an
empty place. As such, we hope to start a Cottage Studio concept on
our charKOL online giftshop to allow purposeful, responsible and
meaningful personalised discoveries and efforts of art, ideas and
responsible craftsmanship of work, discipline, quality and profitable
participation in the marketplace.
Bilberries Blue Sustainability Entrepreneurship
We hope for this programme to be truly entrepreneurial with the full
ability and mastery of marketplace dynamics and shaping of the
leadership of new sustainable enterprises that deliver SDG2030.
Once the foundation of formation of character and fully inclusive
sustainable entrepreneurism is internalised through our various
programmes and projects, we hope that there will emerge a group of
professional sustainable entrepreneurs who shall take us from our
hearts to the skies, and deep earth, and back.

The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge
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These efforts would involve start-up capital and sustainable
enterprise development, management, operations and continuous
market adaptations to a degree that would be beyond the
scaffolding. We believe the Professional Sustainable Entrepreneur
would need to know the deep principles and foundations of the ESG
Economy and corporate business sustainable enterprises before a
good and sustainable economic empowering innovation can emerge
as part of sustainable ESG/SDG Impact businesses.
Due to the rapidly evolving marketplaces as a result of the Covid-19
pandemic and post-pandemic implications, we feel that it is best left
to evolve the Sustainability Entrepreneurship Programme after we
have settled in the BB LightHouses and BB Summer School when
our funding for our not-for-profit programmes have been secured.
We hope the dynamism and sincerity of our endeavours would
kickstart this from out of nowhere – i.e. from unusual happenstance
of friendship, and we hope to remain open and adventurous - to be
surprised by wonder.

MAKE THE IMPOSSIBLE, POSSIBLE
The Inside Scoop: The Journey of Open Studios Through 5 Thursdays to Cambridge

BILBERRIES BLUE:
OPEN CATALOGUE
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TRACK RECORD & NEW INQUIRIES:
Rapid cycle prototyping since 2000:
TEUWB (The Economics of Universal Wellbeing) Learning Series:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvJtXFgHOC9I9N0S1A6
OVgoKzIhJ-Rtt2
PoP (Places of Possibilities) Learning Series:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATvSaHEfYpI&list=PLvJtXFg
HOC9L0g_JqN_qAPJX73WFTqZ92
The Governance Approach of TEUWB:
https://bilberriesblue.com/the-governance-approach-of-theeconomics-of-universal-wellbeing-teuwb/
Formation and the Journey of Making the Impossible, Possible:
https://bilberriesblue.com/bilberries-blue-youth-stewardshipprogramme/
Bilberries Blue: Open Catalogue (2016-April 2021)
https://bilberriesblue.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/bilberries-blueopen-catalogue-2016-2021-april-19-2021-for-bilberries-blue-openstudios-through-5-thursdays-to-cambridge-optimized.pdf

Vocational Education School & Professional Skills Development
Thinking & Models:
Ravi Menon’s 3rd lecture – An Inclusive Society:
https://lkyspp.nus.edu.sg/ips/events/details/ips-nathan-lectures-bymr-ravi-menon-lecture-iii-an-inclusive-society
Danish Folk High Schools:
https://danishfolkhighschools.com/pedagogy
Swiss Vocational Education & Training:
https://hospitalityinsights.ehl.edu/swiss-vocational-educationtraining-model
The Evolutionary Importance of Self-Directed Play:
https://thegeniusofplay.org/genius/expert-advice/articles/theevolutionary-importance-of-self-directedplay.aspx#.YQkLopMzbow

Bilberries Blue: https://bilberriesblue.com/
One Love: https://onelovefamily.net/
The Happy Heart School:
https://thehappyheartschool.wordpress.com/
Human Engagement Studio: https://humanengagementstudio.net/
charKOL: https://charkol.myshopify.com/

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
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An Open Dialogue & Action of Stark Realities
“Hope is not a Plan, certainly not a Strategy. Yet Hope is a
powerful Force that allows humans to battle nigh impossible odds to
make their Dreams, real. Hope helps to cast a Light not only at the
End of the Tunnel, but also at the start of every Journey of
Possibilities.”– Saifudin Hamjuri Samsuri
And so, we open with a Hope, perhaps a ‘meritocracy of hope’
(Ravi Menon), perhaps a reigniting of adventure and discovery in
action, trusting perhaps in the simple and complex embrace of
uniqueness and celebration of every step of living in our lives.

It requires someone to first carry a baby in her womb, and birthing
that baby. And then there needs medical attention for every
pregnancy, every birthing and post-birthing, and preceding that,
romance, hopefully, and a coming of two adults, and hopefully, not
too young, in conceiving the baby together. And even this, in our
21st century society, some have chosen alternative paths of
conceiving a baby, as is their choice.
Over the last 20 years of examining parenthood and childhood in
society and economy, and in arriving at ‘for a fully inclusive
humanity’ in 2014, we had founded One Love Ltd, a not-for-profit
enterprise incorporated in Singapore as a company limited by
guarantee, to celebrate our arrival of this homecoming.
The home that we could all reciprocally care for each other with
active imagination and brave actions is this place of acceptance of
simplicity: choice and living the consequence.
Because there is no possibility of responsibility and accountability if
we don’t own our choices. And increasingly, we have come to the
realisation that in raising children and mentoring youths is that we
cannot stand in the way of someone exercising his or her own
choices. We can, at our utmost, only live our own truths, as small
beacons of hope in action. And even then, if circumstances or the
other permits.

The first step is harder than most can imagine for many.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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It was an awful moment of reckoning that perhaps we can no longer
even guide anymore, in our peer-based and inter-generational
endeavours, of actioned kindness.
We can only free and trust each other in our daily living.
Such is the 2021 reality we face today. It isn’t a one safe trajectory
of protection, provision and participation anymore, for the state and
ongoing health, wellbeing & flourishing of our young, and
vulnerable, and ourselves, as adults who have committed to being
stewards of our earth and humanity.

Care doesn’t happen naturally if we get to a state of being
unable and forgetting to care.
Kindness, like joy, and simple celebration, may perhaps been taken
for granted, in our busyness, and we miss out on each other. The
getting to know each other: our grandparents, our parents, our
siblings, our aunts and uncles, our friends, our colleagues, our
neighbours. Maybe this is the simplicity of that which we are
seeking yet it has become elusive, because we have structured so
many things in our time.

These are the realities we would like to shine our light on. Because
sometimes, we think everything is innate in every society in the
protection, provision and participation of every child in global
society. It isn’t innate, and we can pull all the data we need to
analyse and validate the reasons – biological or historical - for this,
and as a global society, we have now, thankfully, come to our good
senses. Through the United Nations Development Plan (“UNDP”)
we now have this global rallying call to action of a common
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG 2030) of ‘No One Left
Behind’.
Yet, somehow, we are acting and living as if we are still thinking
care will happen, without intervention, and cultural and human
developmental mediation.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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Maybe time is simply an allocation of our priorities, and we have
forgotten to say to our children: it’s you I don’t want to miss. It’s
your childhood that I don’t want to give up. It’s your ingenuity that I
don’t want to trivialise. And it’s your whole being that I am deeply
curious and can’t do without. Maybe an inclusive humanity is the
daring to simply connect between our hearts. Maybe we have
forgotten that innate human connection between us, regardless of
how we come, and how we travel and shape ourselves in the journey
of life.
And so, we offer a counterpoint, and the hope of ‘polyphonic
architecture’.
Paul Klee had painted Ad Parnussum. He had a hope of a clean slate
in visual art. He had hoped, if someone could decipher his coding of
the equivalent of colours, the equivalent of Fux’s Gradus Ad
Parnussum in music, that maybe we can sing the pedagogy of the
harmony of colours in ‘polyphonic architecture’. We hope to extend
this now, to our pedagogy of possibilities of a school of life.
We take one counterpoint to present to you and that we hope can be
part of the symphony of society and economy. Perhaps this
counterpoint can become the non-mind silence of the haiku pause or
kireji, or it can become the John Cage 4’33” dissonance of silence
that doesn’t quite sit comfortably in the choreography of the
classical orchestra.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021

Our counterpoint of offering to society is to remain open-minded to
listen deeply, respectfully, reflectively, contemplatively, and
perhaps truly arrive at understanding the differentness, and
critically, the differences. Because if we can’t confront and bridge
differences, we can’t really be one love. And if humans can’t live
peacefully and harmoniously, then, no matter what truth, goodness
and beauty we hope for our earth and our children’s children, we
simply won’t sustain as a human race.
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The sustainability of ourselves means the one thing we need to teach
and live every day is actually sustaining and constantly re-creating,
an architecture of peace and harmony, intrinsically and extrinsically.
And reciprocally, caring for each other and the biosphere stability.

It takes a lot of courage and hope to keep saying something even
though no one seems to be listening anymore. So, we say: “No One
Left Behind”. We point to it. We gesture at it. We walk towards it,
and then that walk becomes a run of urgency, and somehow, midway, something changes. We are no longer racing, or beating the
odds, we suddenly find a way to dance in the storm, and eventually,
we come to a point – we embrace it. But it isn’t the “last child”
whom we are opening our hearts and hands to. It’s the “lost and
lonely child.”

Silence – why do we say we are the voice of silence?

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
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And that child, may be our elderly or it may be the very able. It can
frightfully, if we look courageously at ourselves in the mirror one
day, suddenly see that child staring back at us. And what do we do
during such a terrifyingly heartbreaking moment?
For me, when these moments occur, I call a friend.

“Don’t walk ahead of me.” I can’t talk to you when you are walking
ahead.
“Don’t walk behind me.” I can’t see your eyes when you are
walking behind me.
“Walk beside me.” Yes, let’s have a jolly good time discovering
earth and life together.
We still keep thinking of leading and following, but actually, maybe
we are not here to rule over each other. Neither are we here to be
dominions of princes and princesses in our mini-kingdoms. Or the
kings and queens of successive inherited legacies. Maybe
governance is simply a meeting of dignity. The namaste (the
divinity in me honours the divinity in you) of our friendship.

Friendship. It’s an old-fashioned word.
We create so many theses for everything but no one has really taken
the old adage and re-dialogued with it:
2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
August 6, 2021
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Differentness creates the excitement and thrill of the curious, the
intrigue, the enigma of discovery and the astonishing awe – that gets
us out of bed, out of our houses, and that drives us beyond our own
risk thresholds to venture way right into the streets, into the
neighbourhoods, into the marketplaces and the institutional and noninstitutionable global society - right into the heavenly pockets of
friendships.
Islands and islands of pockets of unknown, Until.

We cannot call a person a friend, until we are truly a friend,
otherwise, it makes a mockery of this very old-fashioned simple
innocence between two children.

And so, we seem to go in circles. And we ask ourselves, what is it
we are seeking? Iteratively. In glocal society and economy. We keep
going and going at it. The wellbeing of nations. We put in all our
best endeavours, and yet, generation after generation, we are going,
how did we miss that? How in our abject arrogance did we miss
that?

Friendship is a happenstance. It begins most in schools, when we are
outside of the somewhat strict domains & norms of our family
culture. Cultures are multitudes and multilayers as biodiversity
dictates such a necessary vibrancy of a human thriving in society.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
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And usually, that moment is one of wordlessness. It is usually in
those pockets of unknown that we dare not enter.
This is the insight:
The cry of the lost and lonely child is the same as the last child.
Because the child who is lost and lonely has stumbled into a place
so far away from everyone, in seeking the last child, understands
that every child’s cry is our own cry. And as long as one child is
crying, our hearts wouldn’t be able to be at peace.
No amount of statistical collateral damage reasoning or mental
harmony can ignore the cries of a baby who is unsoothed and
uncared for.
And guess what? Out of nowhere, most likely happenstance, that
last child whom we are seeking to serve – to protect, provide for,
participate with, – suddenly appears and embraces us back, in our
highest vulnerability as the lost and lonely child. That most
vulnerable child in reaching out to us completes our fallibility. And
that somehow, enigmatically, completes our wholeness.
And then neither cries anymore. This marks the beginning of
sustained joy.
2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
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Because it is our own hearts also in pain, and until we tend to that,
we would continue to hurt.
When we know how to attend to pain and hurt, we would learn how
to heal. Healing requires many folds of skills, like anything in life,
society and economy. Healing requires a safety and security of
reframing, it requires letting go, it requires that very difficult word –
forgiveness – actually, of ourselves. And it requires a daring to grow
and to try again, to live forward again; with an admittance to our
own mistakes, and failures, in our pockets, and venturing into new
pockets of new things and discoveries again, and again. Without the
heaviness, but with the lightness of heart and steps, as the very first
step we took as children – our very first kick in our mothers’
wombs.

When a fellow being is in pain, we would hurt. If we don’t, it would
mean we have lost our innate humanity, and that would mean we are
already in trouble. Yet, the antidote to our hurt, which becomes our
road of joy is simply to sincerely care for someone else who is in
pain.
It doesn’t matter under what circumstance this had come about, we
would need to tend to the situation, and address the call for help.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
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Children and youths can heal adults and older adults, because
sometimes adults, especially those of ability and power become too
stuck in our ways, and we think we know what is best for
everybody, but children and youths are fresh. They have innocent
eyes and hearts and minds. They also action spontaneously to the
call for help. They help re-direct our lostness and loneliness best.
And they have warm and genuine embraces, something that we can
never encapsulate in data analysis.
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Friendships are made, and sustained, though it might be
happenstance.
That’s why uniqueness isn’t something to be taken for granted.
Because of the bounty and mystery of happenstance. We need to
allow it. When we are allowed to be ourselves in the midst of
community, we can then, observe the other. We can then have
mirrors, of truths, really, because we can see, what works for
humans, and then we observe our own actions in particular contexts,
and then we see that which we have habituated, and then we see that
which we could try, a different way, and then, we can, make our
choiceful actions.
We need to make a choice every day, anyway, otherwise we would
be living in habits, and we would become automated, in the sense
that we are deferring our choices and making decisions. When there
is no longer this reflective process, and real opportunities in life,
society and economy to exercise making decisions, and then living
the consequences in abstract thinking and reality, one isn’t yet
learning.

2020-2025: GLOCAL STEWARDSHIP & RESILIENCE
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The scaffolding may make a person seem successful in the
scaffolded situation, but it isn’t a robust foundation of building
society, because, one wouldn’t know what to do if the scaffold all
fell apart one day or the scaffolded assumptions and their corollaries
unbuckle systemically or in a non-linear complex adaptive systemic
way.
Such as during a pandemic and climate emergency, and other
existential threats to nations and humanity, including hot wars.
Here is our counterpoint of embracing the unknown again: Falling
apart isn’t so bad. It just means you have to pick up the pieces again.
Re-examine, edit. And re-create. Re-build. Re-compose.
Perhaps, that’s why I had referenced Paul Klee. He had cared
enough to dedicate his whole life to this one endeavour: to paint Ad
Parnussum for the future generations.

And his painting saved my life: I never knew painting could save
lives until I experienced it for real. It saved my life because it
stopped me in my tracks and stabilised me. I was the lost and lonely
child, and somehow, I managed to locate myself in his painting, his
plane of rigour and dedication across time. His land of saying
graciously to me: it’s ok.
Ad Parnussum gave me the hope. Why did a painting give me so
much hope? Because Paul Klee had organised his own internal
architecture of his beingness and he had boldly chosen to make it
visible.
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He did it iteratively. He did many, many, many studies. He did
many, many, many explorations of every possible way, including
controls, including testing everything under the sun, moon, lines,
angles, colour. He iterated search and hope, and nowhere did he not
go to find the universal harmony of ‘polyphonic architecture’, which
in any shape, colour, size, could only formate – peace in matter.
He made it not only visible; he made it astonishingly beautiful. He
made it as close to heaven on earth as possibly he could. He made
harmony. And in making harmony, he sang the song of peace in
colour. And he gave permission for lines to be free. To be lyrical, to
be poetic. To tell a story. He freed colours to be forms and he
humbly learnt from everyone. He freed visual art in his search of the
pedagogy of harmony on 2D.

And he made many funny, witty drawings offering a childlike
sanctuary that we can enter for those moments when things don’t
make sense in the world.
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Because he had a vision. To free visual art and make it arrive at
the highest possibilities of the form.
And he lived this vision in his lifework and his lifetime, in the midst
of the historical context of his time, during which a hot war did
occur. He painted through one of the most painful self-inflicting acts
of violation by humanity – war is when humans and human nations
inflict outright hurt and damage upon each other, because the
bridges between differences fell apart. Or because beliefs became
irreconcilable and more important than the human person. It’s
awful, yet he persevered through it all. To complete his lifework.

And his last painting, he brought us resoundingly to the drummer,
perhaps that innocent drummer without a worldly agenda, whose
pure gifts of heart, mind, action, and hope suffices, and more than
suffices, in his or her own earnestness, to deliver us home to our
inner and outer peace and harmony on earth.
Through and to simple innocence, again.
That first beat of the heart in every baby in every mother’s womb.

because he had an unflinching vision.
Paintings are usually made in solitude, and his solace, his earnest
reconciliation with existence and society, is his resulting lifework
that became our witnesses to such remarkable possibilities of
inquiry, discovery and freedom.
He painted our gateways to Parnussus. The places of possibilities.
His walk and dance in painting brought us home. To the inner and
outer solace with a mountain view.
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Peng-Ean Khoo
Founder and Director, One Love Ltd
co-Founder, Director & Sustainability Steward,
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